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KINGSTON, NY—One Mile Gallery is pleased to announce its August exhibition, Andrea 
Mihalovic: All Things Drowned and Resurrected, running through August 28th. There will 
be an opening reception for the artist August 7 from 5-8pm.

Andrea was born and raised in the former Czechoslovakia. Andrea immigrated as a teen-ager 
to the Hudson Valley with her family shortly before the fall of the Berlin Wall.  She studied 
painting at the College of New Rochelle and received her Masters of Fine Arts from the School 
of Visual Arts in New York City.  

Andrea’s subject matter has always attempted to capture the vastness of real and imagined 
space. Her earlier work represented an abstract expressionist’s sensibility mixing purer 
geometric forms with boundless representational space.  She began moving more towards 
imagery during her time at the School of Visual Arts, focusing on real and imagined forms and 
the limitation of color to express the coolness of the void.   

Taking a few years break after obtaining her Masters, her work began to merge with realism 
as her abstractions began to cling to natural, large scale forms borrowed from her 
surroundings: the sea, the sky and the barriers in between interplay with unfamiliar, 
unnatural abstract forms, transforming them both, revealing a new mystery, especially of the 
ocean, that appears strangely to have always been there.

Influenced by ancient sea myths, Atlantis in particular, her work seeks to reflect the primal 
grasp that these vast and timeless spaces have on our fears of our own limitations: death, 
control, and longing. Her blurred rendering of deep sea creatures is a haunting portrayal of 
life in the most extreme conditions, where the probability of survival appears impossible, and 
the methods of survival are at their most profound.

“The myth of Atlantis has allured me for several years,” says Mihalovic. “The civilization lost: 
an unnatural nature resumes. Creatures of the deep sea and at the edges of a frozen land 
summon a timeless danger. Through my work pursuing an MFA at the School of Visual Arts, I 
often searched for an unfamiliar space, a lost society, where there is no sign of man, only 
their remains. In this series, dark seascapes and atmospheric space evoke a deep sea 
narrative, and as the viewer engages with the existing shapes, he or she will discern the 
encroaching threat.” 

Andrea Mihalovic: All Things Drowned and Resurrected is organized by One Mile Gallery

HOURS
One Mile Gallery is open weekends and by appointment. Contact the gallery at 
onemilegallery@gmail.com or telephone 845 338 2035

ABOUT ONE MILE GALLERY
One Mile Gallery is located at 475 Abeel Street in the Rondout section of historic Kingston, 
New York. The gallery currently represents emerging and mid-career artists working in 
contemporary styles. 
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